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Abstract: The aim of this study is the identification of the main benefits and costs of 
installing a Warehouse Management System (WMS) in a company. Logistics managers of 7 
big 3PL’s in Greece using WMS were interviewed. The survey was conducted from December 
2021 to March 2022. According to the responses, businesses have been able to minimize 
errors by saving time. Moreover, WMS along with Radio Frequency (RF) gives its user the 
essential information about the operation he has to perform with precision and speed. Some 
suppliers have access to their customers’ systems and thus anticipate the demand 
themselves, avoiding not only shortages but also the accumulation of goods in the company’s 
warehouses. Customers are more satisfied as they receive their orders at the right time, 
quality and quantity. Costs in purchasing, maintaining and supporting software and 
equipment increased while labor cost, error cost and destruction of goods decreased. The 
current study confirms the literature and highlights specific pros and costs that might lead 
to new WMS installations.  
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INTRODUCTION

WMS helps companies to automate, simplify, 
optimize and redesign the related business processes and also helps the decision-makers to 
make better decisions regarding warehousing and inventory control



1. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 



 

2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

3. RESEARCH FINDINGS 

3.1 Why did you invest in WMS? 



3.2 After the installation of WMS, was there a decrease or increase in the 
company's storage needs? 

3.3 In which basic functions of your warehouse was a reduction in human error 
observed? 

3.4 How was the warehouse clerk assisted in finding the exact location of the 
stocks and their current balance? How was this achieved?  



3.5 How is now your cooperation with your suppliers in terms of the exchange of 
information concerning stocks? 

3.6 The execution time of the order consists of three sub-times: the processing 
time of the order, the collection time of the products and the loading and delivery 
of the products to the customer. How were these times affected by WMS? 



3.7 How are stock shortages now addressed and how is it possible to avoid the 
accumulation of large quantities of warehouse items? 

3.8 How has your customers' experiential experience been affected? 

. 

3.9 What sub-operating costs of the warehouse have been affected? (Decrease or 
increase) 



3.10 How has the productivity of the workers in the warehouse been affected? 

3.11 To what extent the process of tracking product expiration dates help 
economies of scale? 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 
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